ce.

L

signs up and
buys a licence.

another administrator.

Ony 1 licence is
needed for a
company with
1 pull tester.

BLUETOOTH DIGITAL SYSTEM

Record results digitally using the Hydrajaws App and manage
How Licences work.
results and reports
from
a remote online dashboard.*
An administrator signs
BLUETOOTH DIGITAL SYSTEM

up and buys a licence.
He emails an invite to
the other testers within
the company to join
the system. He then
buys and asigns licenc-

BLUETOOTH DIGITAL SYSTEM

The Hydrajaws Bluetooth Digital system allows
on-site pull tests to be automatically recorded and
compiled into a digital report using the Hydrajaws
Bluetooth Digital App on a mobile phone or tablet
device. These reports can be sent directly to clients
or managers and are stored in the cloud to be
accessed remotely anywhere on a browser in a
users own company dashboard.

Hydrajaws Bluetooth Digital System features

Report from
on-site

D I G I TA L

Send full reports with
visual graphs & photos to
customers, or send test data to
administrators. All direct from
on-site.

S Y S T E M

The comprehensive report will include all test
information including a pass or fail result, a visual
results graph, fixing details, site location co-ordinates,
date and time. Notes, images and photos taken on-site
can be also be added.
Using the Dashboard a company administrator can
review all test reports from all company users. They
can also add notes to reports and send them directly
to customers.
The Dashboard contains all essential information
including :
- All company devices and their calibration dates.
- All company users and licences.

Proof of Results
Captures and records test data and pushes it directly
to the cloud.
The latest digital technology ensures this data is safe,
immune to tampering and indisputable.

Complete visibility of jobs
View from online:
- all test results & reports.
- all gauges & app users.
- all map locations of tests.

- A GPS map containing all test sites.

Easy to use

- A list of Hydrajaws Approved International
Service Centres.

Personalised user dashboard with full
instruction manual and demonstration
videos available.

Sign up today at:

dashboard.hydrajaws.co.uk
and start your free trial!

User friendly app

Available on Android or Apple
mobile devices with easy to
use app interface available
in different languages.

For more information contact Hydrajaws Limited or go to www.hydrajaws.co.uk
* Requires a monthly subscription. Gauge, laptop and mobile not included.

MAKE SURE IT’S SECURE

Hydrajaws Ltd., 20/21 The Courtyard, Gorsey Lane,
Coleshill, Birmingham B46 1JA
Tel: +44

(0)1675 430 370
www.hydrajaws.co.uk

Fax: +44 (0)1675 465 950
email: tester@hydrajaws.co.uk

